The SelfQuesting Center for Whole Being
presents:

A SelfQuest Weekend
near San Francisco!
with Greg Hitter, Ph.D.

2 Days in Redwood City, CA
Saturday & Sunday, Febr. 23rd & 24th, 2006, 9:00-5:00
Wellness from Self-Integration and Vibrational Healing with Essential Oils!...
Like previous SelfQuesting workshops, consciousness and vibrational tools such as Young Living Essential Oils®
and the Power Tap ™ will be used in a quest for whole (well) being by finding and reuniting your fragmented Self.
Day 1: Saturday we will use vibrational tools such as essential oils and advanced energy technigues, as well as
the Open-Door Technique™, to focus, initiate, and support healing. In the afternoon the Power Tap™ will be applied
to deepen the healing process, empowering our ability to clear blocks in our subtle energy fields and quickly removing the trauma structured by consciousness into the body/mind/energy system.
Day 2: Sunday we will engage more deeply into the SelfQuesting Approach™, encountering and releasing fragments of consciousness (“Self”) toward wholeness, and integrating this new wholeness into mind/body wellness.
The price for th e two days will be $195 (if registered 1 month ahead; $225 thereafter). The workshop involves
brief discussion of the ability of vibrational aids, such as essential oils and the Power Tap™, to restructure DNA/
RNA “cell memory,” but also involves an experience of consciousness-effecting vibrational methods as they are
used to support the integration of the fragmented Self that imprints trauma in the body/mind and causes negative
feelings, thoughts, and physical states. Private sessions can be booked in advance (phone sessions always available).
An optional Practitioner Training is also offered around the weekend ($75 extra).

Experience SelfQuest, the Power Tap™, and DNA Repatterning...
♦ learn how consciousness, fragmented or whole, creates the morphogenic (form-shaping) energy fields to structure
the body/mind and pattern DNA/RNA, and learn to potentiate an illumination/restructuring of cell memory.
♦ use essential oils (single oils and blends) to support the release of trauma and negative emotion, thought, and
physical states, by aiding to integrate fragmented conscious being (or “Self”) toward wholistic body-mind health.
♦ experience and learn special techniques to clear, heal, balance and protect yourself energetically, and to
powerfully support wholeness, Self-integration, and your personal healing, wellness, growth , and abundance.
♦ learn the Power Tap ™as an aid to quickly release deeply-held trauma from your body/mind/energy system.

About the presenter...
In addition to a PhD in psychology with training and practice in psychotherapy, Greg’s background includes the
use of essential oils for over twenty-five years. He has developed an expanded view of the psyche from his studies in
mythology, ancient wisdom, quantum physics, Chaos, and from peak states of consciousness — from which he
developed a new approach to wholing fragmented consciousness, and from that creating wellness in the body/mind,
called the SelfQuesting Approach™, which uses subtle ‘vibrational’ tools such as essential oils and the Power Tap™.

Cost: $195 (if one month in advance, $225 after), optional Practitioner Training $100
Registration & workshop content information: Greg Hitter (888) 326-8994
Lodging locally in Redwood City: contact
Embrace yourself! — register early — only a small number can attend!

“Well Being is a Consciousness Radiating the Wholeness of One Self”
your whole is greater than the sum of your parts!
embrace yourself !

S e l f Q u e s t (888) 326-8994

